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G E N I U S    H O U R 
Yasmin M & India F - Environment Prize winners 

“We’re both vegetarian and love animals, so a project based 

around them seemed obvious. We did our project on ‘Against 

Animal Testing’ and specifically on cosmetics. We created a 

game that people could play and get sweets if you won. We 

also had a box of products on display which highlighted where 

the signs and symbols would be to show if it was a safe product 

and hadn’t been animal tested. We also discovered, and this 

might be a surprise, there are some ‘vegan’ products on the 

market which actually might still have been tested on animals, 

so you’ve got to look out specifically. We hope and think that 

we can ending animal testing soon.” 

Monty, Blaze & George - Music, Drama, Dance Prize winners 

“We are all really into music, specifically electronic music, and 

between us we play the trombone, piano or drums. So our 

project combined our interests and was about Electronic music 

and Synth music. We had sections on how it began, where it 

came from, and facts about some of the most famous makers 

of the genre including Depeche Mode, New Order, The 

Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk and Skrillex. We were trying to 

show people how it works, and let people have a go on the 

synthesisers we brought in. We also showed the potential 

future of e-music and synths through the SonicPi system, which 

combines coding, DJing and live editing of music - really cool!” 

C A M B R I D G E 
“On Tuesday we went to 

Cambridge. It was for the top 

12 students in year 10.We had 

a tour of Gonville and Caius 

College, a visit to their huge 

College library, and we got to 

have lunch in their great hall 

which might as well be straight 

out of Harry Potter. Then we 

had an academic taster lecture 

on history and classics, mainly 

about the Roman Empire and 

naming of Ancient places and 

cities. It was a good day out and it will help for those of 

us who might decide to apply to Oxbridge in the future.” 

    - Sophia P, Year 10 

P E E L    P O I N T S 
Yet more awards earnt this week, and just under half the 

year left to double current totals! Well done this week to; 

Bronze - Daniel G, Fola I, Stephanie J, Andrew Y 

Silver - Callum M, Sebastian T 

D O R M    C O M P 
We’re a few weeks in, and some of the 

transformations have been superb. There 

is a whole host of students who have gone 

above and beyond decorating and keeping 

tidy everyday, and a further few who have 

added home touches and flares to make 

their dorms more welcoming.  

Well done to Yasmin K, Bella T, Sophie H, 

Ruby O and Angie Y for perfect scores so 

far. Further praise for 

Daniel G, Oliver C, Tully, Ryan A, and 

Eddie P for their great work too.  

Exeat provides a wonderful break to 

bring some more home touches in, 

whether that be plants, posters, snooker 

cues, family photos, artworks, bunting, 

flags, cushions, colouring names or rugs. 

3 more weeks of checks before prizes! 


